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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are evaluating the implementation of data deduplication on
the planned Windows Server 2012 file servers.
The planned servers will have the identical disk configurations
as the current servers.
You need to identify which volumes can be enabled for data
deduplication.
Which volumes should you identify? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. Choose all that apply.)
A. The CSV
B. E
C. D
D. C
E. DATA
Answer: B,E
Explanation:

* Scenario:
A mounted virtual hard disk (VHD) named DATA that is formatted
NTFS
A simple volume named E that is formatted NTFS
* Note: Data Deduplication feature doesn't do everything in
this version. It is only available in certain Windows Server
2012 editions and has some limitations. Deduplication was built
for NTFS data volumes and it does not support boot or system
drives and cannot be used with Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV). We
don't support deduplicating live VMs or running SQL databases.
See how to determine which volumes are candidates for
deduplication on Technet.
Incorrect:
Not A: Volume C is a boot volume. Data deduplication does not
work on boot volumes.
Not B: Volume B is FAT32 volume. Data deduplication requires
NTFS.
Not D: Deduplication cannot be used with CSV.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer deployed new iOS applications
during an IT maintenance window. While existing iOS
applications remain unaffected, users are reporting they have
NOT received the recently pushed new applications.
What is the possible cause of this issue?
A. The VPP license count has been exceeded.
B. Enrollment ports have been blocked.
C. APNS ports have been blocked.
D. The connection between XenMobile Device Manager and App
Controller is down.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
In order to support rapid development, which one of the
following principles must be applied?
A. The architecture must provide a Rapid Application
Development framework for user interface development.
B. The architecture must provide guided development of the user
interface without needlessly exposing the developer to
implementation details.
C. Usability best practices are incorporated into proven
user-interface techniques.
D. The architecture must provide access to the full
implementation details of the interface in order permit maximum
flexibility in the development process.
Answer: B
Explanation:
The architecture must provide rapid, guided development of the
user interface without needlessly exposing the developer to

implementation details.
Reducing the time and resources required to deliver business
solutions is required for IT to better support and align with
business needs. Low level development is both time consuming
and error prone.
Reference: Oracle Reference Architecture, User Interaction,
Release 3.0
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